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As ten-storey buildings become  
an increasingly common feature  
of the built environment in Cayman, 

the need for fast, reliable elevators has 
never been greater. 

Following on from their launch of a  
new model elevator for private residences 
in Cayman, Androgroup Elevator Ltd.  
is now pleased to offer a new innovative 
solution for commercial buildings.

The thyssenkrupp evolution 200 elevator 
line offers both size and speed: with  
a maximum capacity of 5000 pounds  
and travelling 600 feet per minute, it is  
the ideal choice for offices, hospitals,  
hotels and condominiums; and is designed 
and engineered for hassle-free installation 
and ease of maintenance.

The cutting edge evolution 200 elevators 
don’t require cranes for installation and, 
because everything fits into the hoistway, 
they offer a simple solution for both new 
builds or renovation projects. 

The clever design and efficient 
engineering, which eliminates the need  
for a machine room and reduces the  
overhead and pit spaces, saves valuable 

interior square footage. A gearless  
system promises a smooth ride and  
fewer mechanical elements mean near-
silent operation. 

Standard features include a regenerative 
drive that feeds unused energy back into 
the grid, low-consumption LED lights 
and electronic auto-rescue for trapped 
passengers. Cab finishes, meanwhile,  
can be customised to ensure continuity  
of design from lobbies or hallways right 
into the elevator.

The thyssenkrupp evolution 200, 
available on island through Androgroup 
Elevator Ltd, offers an efficient, robust 
means of transporting employees quickly 
to their offices, hotel guests quietly to their 
rooms and patients and staff comfortably  
to their wards.

Androgroup Elevator Ltd. has been serving 
the Cayman Islands since 2005 and is the  
only local company with NAEC certified 
technicians and NAESA elevator inspectors.

For more info contact Androgroup Elevator: 
info@androelevator.com
1.345.943.1133. 

A rising evolution
Innovative lifts to carry staff, clients and guests higher, faster. Words by Natasha Were. 




